### WELL SCHEDULE

**U. S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR**
**GEOLOGICAL SURVEY**
**WATER RESOURCES DIVISION**

#### MASTER CARD

- **Record by:** [Space for handwritten record number]
- **Source of data:** [Space for handwritten data source]
- **Date:** [Space for handwritten date]
- **Map:** [Space for handwritten map number]
- **County:** County (or town) [Space for handwritten county]
- **Sequential number:** [Space for handwritten sequential number]
- **Local number:** [Space for handwritten local number]
- **Owner or name:** [Space for handwritten owner or name]
- **Address:** [Space for handwritten address]
- **Ownership:** County, Fed Gov't, City, Corp or Co, Private, State Agency, Water Dist
- **Use of:** Air cond, Bottling, Comm, Dewater, Power, Fire, Dom, Irr, Ind, F.S., Rec
- **Well:** Bore, Drill, Jet, Reuse, Bore, Drill, Jet, Other
- **DATA AVAILABLE:** Well data, Freq. W/L meas., Field aquifer char.
- **Hyd. lab. data:**
- **Qual. water data:**
- **Freq. sampling:**
- **Aperture cards:**
- **Log data:**

#### WELL-DESCRIPTION CARD

- **SAME AS ON MASTER CARD**
- **Depth well:** [Space for handwritten depth]
- **Meas:** [Space for handwritten meas]
- **Depth casing:** [Space for handwritten depth casing]
- **Casing type:** [Space for handwritten casing type]
- **Finish:** [Space for handwritten finish]
- **Method:** [Space for handwritten method]
- **Drilled:** [Space for handwritten drilled]
- **Date Drilled:** [Space for handwritten date drilled]
- **Driller:** [Space for handwritten driller]
- **Lift:** [Space for handwritten lift]
- **Power:** [Space for handwritten power]
- **Descrip:** [Space for handwritten descrip]
- **Alt. LSD:** [Space for handwritten alt. lsd]
- **Water Level:** [Space for handwritten water level]
- **Data:** [Space for handwritten data]
- **Drawdown:** [Space for handwritten drawdown]
- **QUALITY OF WATER DATA:** [Space for handwritten quality of water data]
- **Sp. Conduct:** [Space for handwritten sp. conduct]
- **Taste, color, etc.:** [Space for handwritten taste, color, etc.]
HYDROGEOLOGIC CARD

SAME AS ON MASTER CARD

Physiographic Province: ____________________________

Drainage Basin: ____________________________

Section: ____________________________

Subbasin: ____________________________

Topo of well site: ____________________________

Lithology: ____________________________

Major Aquifer: ____________________________

Origin: ____________________________

Thickness: ____________________________

Depth to top of: ____________________________

Minor Aquifer: ____________________________

Origin: ____________________________

Aquifer Thickness: ____________________________

Depth to top of: ____________________________

Intervals Screened: ____________________________

Depth to consolidated rock: ____________________________

Depth to basement: ____________________________

Surface material: ____________________________

Infiltration characteristics: ____________________________

Coefficient Trans: ____________________________

Coefficient Form: ____________________________

Spec cap: ____________________________

Number of geologic cards: ____________________________